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ABSTRACT

Based on the spectral combination function of grating and the bi-grating diffraction imaging effect, ZWP Grating Diffraction Imaging Instrument has been designed and developed, and some new experiment courses about grating diffraction have been set up for college students using the instrument. The new grating experiments are aimed to help students understand the comprehensive knowledge of grating diffraction. Also, it is a good training to improve student’s hands-on abilities. The instrument has been used by more and more universities.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The interference and diffraction of light is an important content of modern optical theoretical teaching and experimental teaching [1-3]. Grating is an important optical element and one of the typical content in optical teaching. It has not only function of dispersion and separation of light, but also function of diffraction imaging [4]. However, for a long time, the traditional teaching of grating diffraction has one-sidedness, which introduces the optic splitting and dispersion of grating, but the combination spectrum imaging effect and the bi-grating diffraction imaging effect are not included [5,6].

In order to overcome the shortage of diffraction grating teaching and let the students comprehensively understand the effect of diffraction grating, a bi-grating diffraction imaging instrument based on the bi-grating dispersion-combination spectral imaging effect was designed by us [7,8]. Through this instrument, “Barrier around the concept of objects” can be achieved. Based on this instrument, two new kinds of diffraction grating imaging experiments for students were set up: one is the observation of bi-grating diffraction imaging effect and the related parameter measurement, another is the measuring the position of bi-grating diffraction image of the object. Also, the new content displaying Fresnel hologram with a white light source was added to the existing holography experiments. Now, these new experiments are open in more and more universities. The new experimental instrument has been produced by specialized manufacturers, which is named ZWP Grating Diffraction Imaging Instrument.

2. BI-GRATING DISPERSION – COMBINATION SPECTRAL IMAGING EFFECT

In 2001, the new effect of the grating diffraction was reported by us, which is the spectral combination imaging effect, and bi-grating dispersion – combination spectral imaging effect. The multicolor light, arranged according to the spectra at different incident angle into the grating, get beam of the same (or similar) outgoing angle after the diffraction of grating, namely, the combination spectrum effect, which is the opposite of grating dispersion effect. Grating combination spectrum imaging means a clear image of object can be formed by using the spectral combination function of a grating.
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Therefore, as shown in figure 1, the different wavelength of light beam (comes from the object) forms dispersion spectrum after the first grating, and when some order spectrum of light satisfy the grating spectral combination conditions, images of the objects can be seen behind the second grating. This effect is what we said bi-grating dispersion – combination spectral imaging effect, we also call it the bi-grating imaging effect. With this instrument, the object which is blocked off obstacles can be seen clearly (figure 2).

![Image](https://example.com/image1.png)

Fig.2 The image photos with the bi-grating diffraction imaging system

In figure 1, the \( G_1 \) and \( G_2 \) are two unslanted plane transmission gratings, The O is the observed object, and P is a blocking plate. The function of grating \( G_1 \) is to make the light disperse to various objects spectrum from the object O. The grating \( G_2 \) is located at the middle of the \( G_1 \)’s diffraction k1 order beam where the combination spectra condition is satisfied, thereby the bi-grating imaging effect appears. At this time, according to our study, the relationship between the spatial frequencies, the diffraction order and the position of two gratings satisfy the following equation:

\[
\frac{k_1 z_1}{d_1} = -\frac{k_2 z_2}{d_2}
\]

In the equation (1), \( k_1 \) is the diffraction order and \( 1/d_1 \) is the spatial frequency of \( G_1 \), respectively. The \( z_1 \) represents the perpendicular distance between the grating \( G_1 \) and the object O. The \( k_2 \) is the diffraction order and \( 1/d_2 \) is the spatial frequency of \( G_2 \). The \( z_2 \) represents the perpendicular distance between the grating \( G_2 \) and the object O. The negative sign in the equation indicates that the signs of the diffraction orders diffracted the gratings \( G_1 \) and \( G_2 \) are opposite. When the two gratings are parallel, the coefficient \( w \) is absolutely equal to 1.

The features of bi-grating imaging system are as follows: 1) The system is a new type of diffraction imaging system. 2) “Barrier around the concept of objects can be successfully realized by the system. 3) The image is upright and virtual. 4) The object just needs an ordinary illumination (not only the monochromatic light). The difficulty of the content of spectral combination effect of a grating and the bi-grating dispersion – combination spectral imaging effect is moderate, which is suitable to introduce into the physical optics experiment in universities. These experiments not only let students observe the typical diffraction phenomena, but also let them understand the nature of grating diffraction both from dispersion and combination spectrum aspects.

### 3. ZWP GRATING DIFFRACTION IMAGING INSTRUMENT

The new experiment needs new equipment. As shown in figure 1, the positions of the light source and two gratings are not in one line, but the existing light holder cannot meet this requirement. Thus the ZWP grating diffraction imaging...
instrument was designed by us, which can be used in the new grating experiments. This instrument consists of three parts (figure 3).

1) The mechanical moving part. It is mainly comprised of the pedestal, the track $T_0$ in Z direction, the tracks $T_1$, $T_2$ and $T_3$ in X direction and the slide brackets $S_1$, $S_2$, $S_3$ and $S_4$.

The two tracks in the X direction can slide in the track of Z direction. Each slide block and bracket above slide block can slide in the track of X direction, so the sliders can be moved on the desktop in the X-Z plane within the track length range. Thus the optical elements supported by the slide block will also be able to move on the desktop. There are rulers on the track, so we can know the coordinates of the optical elements.

2) The optical elements part. It contains the light source $O$, the diffraction grating $G_1$ and combination grating $G_2$ and the telescope $L_1$.

Four diffraction gratings with different spatial frequencies plane are provided to fit different combinations of grating diffraction imaging experiments. In order to observe diffraction image conveniently, the instrument is equipped with a telescope. As we need, the image can be observed through a telescope which is placed on slide 4.

3) The computer image acquisition system. It consists of a computer, the camera $L_2$ and the image reading system.

The computer image acquisition system can shoot the observed image and stored in the computer for subsequent process.

4. SET UP EXPERIMENT BY USING ZWP GRATING DIFFRACTION IMAGING INSTRUMENT

The experiment based on ZWP grating diffraction imaging instrument is not a new experiment but a type of diffraction experiments [9-11]. It contents several experiments including the observation of the grating diffraction effect, the bi-grating imaging effect and law, and displaying Fresnel hologram with a white light source. The serial experiments( of observation, verification and design) let students observe the typical diffraction phenomena of grating dispersion and combination, observe the grating combined spectrum effect and the bi-grating diffraction imaging effect, verify the grating equation and the bi-grating diffraction imaging law. The displaying Fresnel hologram with a white light source should be designed for an experiment, which is helpful to develop students’ thinking.

We set up the following experiments:

Experiment one: Observation of bi-grating diffraction imaging and testing the relative parameter [12].

In this verification experiment, the students are asked to adjust the ZWP grating diffraction instrument, and observe the bi-grating dispersion – combination spectral imaging effect. The students should use different combinations of two gratings with different parameters to verify the grating equation, as well as measure and calculate the spatial frequency of an unknown grating.

Experiment two: Measuring the virtual image position formed by the bi-grating system.

In this comprehensive experiment, the students are asked to adjust the bi-grating diffraction imaging instrument with the different angle $\theta$ between the two gratings, then use the camera to shoot the combined virtual images after the bi-grating and the original image of the object. By using the computer program to calculate the lateral offset between the
virtual and original images, the students should draw the relationship diagrams between the lateral offset and the position and orientation of the second grating.

Experiment three: **Displaying Fresnel hologram with a white light source.**

If one of the two gratings in the bi-grating system above is replaced by a Fresnel hologram with a spatial frequency similar with the original one, the Fresnel hologram can be displayed with a white light source. Therefore, we apply the ZWP grating diffraction imaging instrument to the existing holographic experiments, and add the new content of displaying Fresnel hologram with a white light source. According to this new experiment, the students can observe the colorful hologram image of original object. This new experiment can enhance the interest of hologram experiment for student, and enrich and improve the original holographic experiment.

A designing experiment is set up with its content as follows: design and shoot a hologram whose central spatial frequency is 300-500 l/mm, and place a auxiliary grating whose spatial frequency is 1000 l/mm and a white light in the bi-grating diffraction imaging instrument. The hologram with the color needed can be displayed. This experiment requires students to understand more deeply about the principle of the hologram displayed, know the main problem to be solved in displaying Fresnel hologram with a white light source, as well as learn to use the grating in such experiment.

When using ZWP grating diffraction instrument to perform the above experiments, the students learn more knowledge about grating, and their handling ability can be trained. The instrument is designed with lateral and perpendicular tracks, but the gratings moving along diagonal lines since the optical path is “Z” shape. The student should move the grating in lateral and perpendicular directions at the same time, which is good for training their coordinate abilities.

In the second experiment above, the students not only need to observe the bi-grating dispersion – combination spectral imaging effect with different angle $\theta$ between the two gratings by adjusting ZWP grating diffraction instrument, but also need to use the computer to capture images and do data processing. This is a comprehensive training for students.

Since 2009, 8 sets of ZWP grating diffraction instrument have been employed in new experimental courses in our university. Fig 4 showed our college students doing experiments. The new experiments have been praised by students and peer experts in China. Currently, the instrument and our new experiments have been extended to the other universities.

5. CONCLUSION

ZWP grating diffraction imaging instrument is specially designed to observe and study bi-grating diffraction imaging effect, which can well support to open the new experimental courses about gratings diffraction imaging. The new diffraction experiments based on ZWP diffraction grating imaging instrument provide a wide range of training for students. According to the new experiments, students can have a comprehensive understanding on the diffraction characteristics (including the dispersion and combination spectrum effects) of grating.

The new grating experiments not only involve the basic grating diffraction characteristics, but also include new physical phenomenon and extensive knowledge of physical optics. It can increase students’ understanding of the light virtual and original images, the students should draw the relationship diagrams between the lateral offset and the position and orientation of the second grating.

Experiment three: **Displaying Fresnel hologram with a white light source.**

If one of the two gratings in the bi-grating system above is replaced by a Fresnel hologram with a spatial frequency similar with the original one, the Fresnel hologram can be displayed with a white light source. Therefore, we apply the ZWP grating diffraction imaging instrument to the existing holographic experiments, and add the new content of displaying Fresnel hologram with a white light source. According to this new experiment, the students can observe the colorful hologram image of original object. This new experiment can enhance the interest of hologram experiment for student, and enrich and improve the original holographic experiment.

A designing experiment is set up with its content as follows: design and shoot a hologram whose central spatial frequency is 300-500 l/mm, and place a auxiliary grating whose spatial frequency is 1000 l/mm and a white light in the bi-grating diffraction imaging instrument. The hologram with the color needed can be displayed. This experiment requires students to understand more deeply about the principle of the hologram displayed, know the main problem to be solved in displaying Fresnel hologram with a white light source, as well as learn to use the grating in such experiment.

When using ZWP grating diffraction instrument to perform the above experiments, the students learn more knowledge about grating, and their handling ability can be trained. The instrument is designed with lateral and perpendicular tracks, but the gratings moving along diagonal lines since the optical path is “Z” shape. The student should move the grating in lateral and perpendicular directions at the same time, which is good for training their coordinate abilities.

In the second experiment above, the students not only need to observe the bi-grating dispersion – combination spectral imaging effect with different angle $\theta$ between the two gratings by adjusting ZWP grating diffraction instrument, but also need to use the computer to capture images and do data processing. This is a comprehensive training for students.

Since 2009, 8 sets of ZWP grating diffraction instrument have been employed in new experimental courses in our university. Fig 4 showed our college students doing experiments. The new experiments have been praised by students and peer experts in China. Currently, the instrument and our new experiments have been extended to the other universities.

5. CONCLUSION

ZWP grating diffraction imaging instrument is specially designed to observe and study bi-grating diffraction imaging effect, which can well support to open the new experimental courses about gratings diffraction imaging. The new diffraction experiments based on ZWP diffraction grating imaging instrument provide a wide range of training for students. According to the new experiments, students can have a comprehensive understanding on the diffraction characteristics (including the dispersion and combination spectrum effects) of grating.

The new grating experiments not only involve the basic grating diffraction characteristics, but also include new physical phenomenon and extensive knowledge of physical optics. It can increase students’ understanding of the light
diffraction, as well as develop their innovation. So the instrument and the new experiments are worthy of promotion in colleges and universities.
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